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Inauguration of Ist edition of STUMAG-2019 
 

STUMAG – Student Wall Magazine 
 

The first edition of STUMAG-2019 was inaugurated on 10th August 2019 by honourable  

Dr. B. Manjunatha, Registrar, JSSAHER, Dr. Kushalappa, Director Academics, JSSAHER and 

our beloved Principal Dr. T. M. Pramod Kumar, JSSCPM on the occasion of Alumni Day 
celebration amidst of visited alumni, faculty, JSSCPM, IPS members and fresher’s. 
 

Stumag, the student’s wall magazine is to inform, engage, inspire and entertain a diverse 
readership including faculty, staff, students and other friends of stumag by presenting intimate, 

timely and honest portrait of the college. In originality of its conception in the excellence of its 
writing and visual presentation and in its commitment to accuracy, healthy discourse and 
additional balance, the wall magazine endeavours to reflect the values and the quality of the 

institution itself by maintaining the respect and interest of its readers .The Stumag aspires to 
ultimately inform their opinion of the college and strengthen their commitment to its welfare. 

Our first edition was themed Harry Potter in accordance with international friendship day.The 

validation for this theme being taken was simple: Harry Potter emphasizes the theme of 
friendship throughout the series and demonstrates to a vital point. The point is that we must 

cherish our friends and not push them away.This theme was significant to submerge in all those 
hearts who reach stumag. 

Alumni meet on the inaugural day was the most impressive part and it was just a coincidence.We 
were able to make this edition special by evoking their memories and honestly depicting the true 
value of friendship by making stumag the epicenter of kind intimacy and interdependence by 

various attention gathering snaps related to friendship, art work, Hindi, English articles Kannada 
quotes, Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam poems all based on the respective theme. Moreover, 

alumni were requested to write their golden quotes and feedback regarding the first edition, 
which indeed left our hearts overfilled with joy. 
 

Medical must reads, must watch movies, information regarding the places to visit in mysore, 
current events section, important health updates and upcoming dates regarding the same was a 

special mention feature about this edition. 
 
For the first time in the history of stumag, a logo was created emphasizing the importance of 

growth and nurturing, which was later embraced in the vintage element created for the same.  
All the literary and artworks bestowed by the students tremendously added charm to the stumag. 

Besides this we monthly update the recent events and as a part of international photography day 
2019 students were requested to send their valuable opinions regarding the photographs 
displayed on the stumag. The replies we received inturn elevated us to do even more. At the end, 

in this world accentuating on magnetism and charisma, working with stumag diverged our 
thoughts into much more valuable necessities ,that our society is lacking nowadays and we 

indeed were able to reflect the same to our faithfull readers. 



 
Explore, Experience and stay tuned for our future editions and send your articles, blogs and 

creative work to us at stumag2k.18.19@gmail.com and letusthink.stumag@gmail.com 
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